The content of the image appears to be handwritten text, likely from a document or letter. However, the handwriting is quite cursive and difficult to transcribe accurately without further context or assistance. It seems to include legal or formal language, possibly discussing matters of property or agreement.

Due to the complexity and quality of the handwriting, a precise transcription is not possible without specialized expertise. If you need a more accurate representation or further assistance, please provide additional context or seek a handwriting expert.
became after William Wyllyard, and were appointed to be masons.

Masons: John Higgarth, William, Anthony, and the rest.

plumbers: John Esprent, James, and others.

The masons and plumbers were assigned to be plumbers.

masons: John Wyrley, Anthony, and others.

And for their work they agreed to

The, it was agreed that the work be finished by midsummer.
If I live of the great pales, the Treasurer
of the Lords of London,
for twenty years
and the Bishop of Salisbury
the Mayor, London
grant fifty pounds
a thousand of pounds

deniers all

deniers of hundred

Mr. Monroe, during your pence

over the aldermen.